Permissions

Emerald’s permissions service is now enhanced with Copyright Clearance Center’s Rightslink® service.

“Promoting and protecting the interests of those who create and those who invest in creativity”

Emerald’s permission service is now delivered through the Copyright Clearance Center’s RightsLink® online system. This new development provides a highly efficient, real time service to clear copyright permission for the lawful re-use, distribution or republication of Emerald’s copyright materials.

The quick way to clear permissions

- Locate the abstract of the article you wish to reuse in the Emerald database
- Click on the ‘Reprints and Permissions’ link
- Select the rights required (following the online instructions)
- Receive an immediate quote (you will be asked to set up a RightsLink® account to pay online)
- Read and accept Emerald’s Terms & Conditions

NB: if Emerald does not hold the copyright of an article, the link will not appear. For permission to use these articles contact the copyright holder directly.

Translation rights

For translation rights, please contact permissions@emeraldinsight.com

You can also read further information on Emerald’s copyright policy.

Emerald Authors

Please note that when an author publishes in an Emerald publication, they retain the right to:
• Distribute copies of their own published article for educational purposes
• Reuse or republish part or all of their article in a presentation, dissertation, journal article or book edited by themselves
• Post the pre-print or final accepted version of their paper (not the journal PDF) in an institutional or subject repository

Authors do not need to request our permission for any of the above but if you require written permission for your publisher, please contact permissions@emeraldinsight.com

For further information please see Emerald’s Authors' Charter.

If you experience any technical problems using the RightsLink® service please contact customercare@copyright.com

Collective licences

If your organization holds a valid licence with the Copyright Licensing Agency (CLA) or Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) you may copy Emerald content as outlined in your licence terms and conditions.